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Presentation Notes
Hi I’m Maria Waters, Senior Information Management Engineer at PHusionIM.  Great title but you probably wonder what on earth it means!  Let me explain that at Phusion we provide software and services to take your legacy and current data, tidy, consolidate, connect it and make it work for you without disruption to your systems or existing working practices.  We've been doing it a while now, I've been with them for over 13 years, and we are continually keeping pace with ever changing technology and making sure you get the best out of what you already have.  So why IM Engineer, I am an academically and time served engineer who loves their tech, so basically my job is to take your data and systems translate your needs to the IT people  and get your information really working for you, I discuss technology and its practical uses.



DID YOU KNOW? 
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Why juicy fruit?  At 8.01am on Wednesday June 26 1974 in a supermarket in Ohio, a cashier by the name of Sharon helped technology leap forward.It was the day the first barcode was scanned for purchase.  Was it one of the  new desktop computing systems that were making waves, an LP showcasing the Jackson 5, nope.You may have realised that the first ground breaking item was a pack of Wrigley's chewing gum which actually just happened to be the first thing picked out of the grocery pile..  So what did this mean, well now we had an optical machine readable representation of data, data describing the object that carries the barcode.  This format was universal and was based on international standards.  We had a way of attaching as much data to one point without the information having to be static.



EVOLUTION 
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Take in mind the history of the barcode as we know it goes back to 1952 where it was used to read rolling stock in train yards but it didn’t catch on.  Not surprising then that over 40 years on from that shopping cart we still aren’t over utilising the technology.Use is wide spread in the grocery industry, healthcare, mail, the airline industry and not surprisingly in the nuclear industry as to be honest there is nothing worse than losing track of your radioactive waste and yes regarding hospitals they do even track patients with them.It’s normal practice now in the grocery industry not only to have information about the product, being used to determine stock levels but also now extends to buyer profiles, safety recalls and up to date information being made to customers on the web.The machine readable code has developed in some sense, we have gone from the barcode to QR and we now have RFID etc.  Nearly everything has one of these code types but how many of you are utilising its power beyond stock control and tracking?



THE RIGHT INFORMATION 
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We are working with a major pump manufacturer who has equipment that has different ‘interactions’ with different people. The equipment has a QR code fitted, no textual information is needed as the code isn’t ‘representing’ anything other than the connection to the info. The customer Mr Smith is a general user, he only needs a basic operating manual he need to know some basic technical information such but he doesn’t need much more than that.   However the equipment needs to be maintained.  The service engineer needs the info that Mr Smith has but also needs additional drawings such as a schematic, a lot more technical information, power supply, possibly sensitive proprietary information and may need to access additional forms such as a safety assessment form Both can use Phusion Scanner to zap/beep the one code but both are presented only with the information they need.  RFID is used in some place so that they don’t even need to be physically right next to the equipment.  Information is held in the cloud they can access it anywhere and it’s the same data they are looking at just with different access levels. Previously the manufacturer had local copies of manuals and drawings held within the vicinity of the equipment.  In some cases paper had been replaced by CD but the only time it would be updated would be during a service visit and only then if the engineer knew the information was out of date. Now information is live.



IN THE RIGHT PLACE 
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During the visit the engineer is given the opportunity to access the information that is known about the equipment and this allows them to confirm (giving validity verification) or add in missing information).  We would all love central databases holding all the information but in reality gaps are there, instead of waiting for 100% use what you have now and take any opportunity to enrich.  This information is passed to the administration teams and they have gateways that allow them to check information before it is passed into their own systems.They use our software Phusion Onsite which can walk the engineer through the steps needed for the maintenance of the item; it can define additional codes for the spare parts needed and even set up an order for anything that is needed.   Even if the part doesn’t need to be ordered and is held in a service kit it can be scanned, giving part history, warranty integrity and could be used for analytics.



AT THE RIGHT TIME 
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So our client is using one code to show all the info for the item, including drawings and also spares, no guesswork or judgement needed.  They are able to select your spare from your info list and you can drop it into a virtual shopping trolley and it is confirmed, delivered, installed.  Meanwhile that part is being tracked, beeped, zapped at the store end.  A variety of tags are being used dependent on the conditions, they can be temperature resistant, tamper proof and can be as small as a grain of rice



STILL IN THE RIGHT PLACE 
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We are also utilising RFID with the client so parts and rental stock are automatically scanned at exits by scanners so are checked out automatically and identified as leaving the premises.  This technology can be set up that even a box of spares in the back of a van can be scanned so each spare with an RFID tag can be picked up as the van drives past.  Technology is moving where with active frequency devices and satellite technology we may be able to find equipment wherever it is!



CONNECTING THE DOTS 
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The great thing about codes is you don’t need to be a subject matter expert; the code does the work for you.  Imagine where one quick beep and you know everything there is to know about the item.  It doesn’t matter what you call it, I call it, anyone calls it. Its fluent so you can display any info with it and change as needed without changing the tag/label, which can be small. In most cases the codes are there, and probably being used by someone for some use but this doesn’t mean you can’t use it for your own information management as well.We are helping our clients to take the information they have, and by that I mean data and documents, connect it together and get it into the cloud so it’s accessible anywhere, anytime and is up to date, complimenting existing systems and processes.  Most of us have a mobile device now, why not have your info available through technology already in your company, no extra devices needed. So what does this look like in practice?  



IN ACTION 
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Link to Onsite video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=28&v=WLd1A7VJ--4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=28&v=WLd1A7VJ--4


THANK YOU 

01642 373 000 www.phusionim.com hello@phusionim.com 
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